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Abstract

There is much evidence to support the notion that inspirational leadership is inextricably crucial for the functioning of any organization, either in the private or public sector, which is bent on operating as a goal-oriented body within which various individuals work under the coordination of an ethically oriented leader. The paper unpacks African Ethics and how a loss of virtue in leadership in both the public and private sectors, has led to corruption with its hugely negative impacts on society. The paper highlights theoretical conceptions and potential practical actualizations of ethical practice. Recommendations and suggestions are made as to what can be done to mitigate unethical practices such as corruption with its corrosive effect on life in general.
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1. Introduction

This article contemplates apposite literature on ethical business practice, corporate governance, stakeholder engagement, value maximisation and sustained business performance. An in-depth examination of relevant literature and a narrative review was conducted to explicate both primary and secondary sources including books, research reports, journal articles, magazines, conference papers and various internet materials. The researchers examined various theories and frameworks available on business ethics, governance and stakeholder engagement and the value maximisation in order to obtain an enhanced understanding of the impact of these aspects on a company’s sustained performance and growth. A holistic understanding is offered underwritten by prevailing theories, so as to promote ethical quality driven business practices. Use was thus made of current
literature from mainly secondary sources on corporate governance, ethics and stakeholder engagement in order to guide companies to adopt sustainable practices when dealing with all stakeholders. This is needed since many public and private entities have unethical cultures.

Ethics is generally a collection of principles or standards of expected human conduct that govern the behaviour and guide the decision making of all individuals as well as groupings of people’s [1]. Irrespective of whether the origin of ethics is African or western in orientation it arises from human nature itself, and is a natural body of laws that must be adhered to by employees and other stakeholders of an organization and by societal members in general. Many consider ethics to be a normative science because it is concerned with the norms of human conduct that are actually far more than a mere collection of values, and it is an operational dimension all organizations need. An organization and a society need to consider ethics if they wish to be sustainable. Adam Smith, the author of *The Theory of Moral Sentiment*, states that one cannot say they are human without having a moral sense [2].

In order to develop my argument of an understanding of the importance of ethical leadership, it is worthwhile pondering ethics per se. All individuals are products of particular societal structures and systems and owe a great deal of their identity to the community in which they live. Ethics is therefore a complex philosophy because of the moral aspects which are a mixture of tradition that they receive and it is often founded on the personal opinions of people. Individuals living in the western Christian world base their ethical beliefs and their behaviour on the Decalogue (Ten Commandments) that were handed to Moses on Mount Sinai. Ethics is then a series of laws and principles that individuals should try to live by. So, there is then a deep connection between ethics and the Abrahamic religions’ Holy Scriptures of Judaism Islam and Christianity and also the ethics of great western philosophers, predominantly from Classical Greece.

When considering ethics, we often make assumptions about human nature and the idea that humanity is born into original sin and in need of redemption, which is of course, in opposition to the romantic view which assumes that humanity is programmed to be good. In Hinduism and Islam, we also encounter universal principles of ethics which are compatible with western ethics and in some instances these may be more stringent and austere than in the western modality.

Leadership is defined as “any behaviour that influences the actions and attitudes of followers to achieve certain results” [3]. Leadership then has an important role to play in all stages of an organization’s lifetime in imparting organizational values which are usually in evidence in a code of ethics or conduct, and also in the mission and vision of the organization. Clearly, the personal values of a leader and those who come after him or her, need to be carefully assimilated into the culture of the organization [4]. All organizational activity should be synonymous with the notion of ethical value creation and this should be com-
municated to stakeholders. An operative and regular transparent communication with stakeholders emphasizing ethics will serve as an important interface between how leaders drive organizational undertakings and societal interests at large [1]. Ethics and public service principles are essentially the “body and soul” of public administration [5] and ethical principles should equally pervade all organisations. In the African world-view the principle which guides leadership decision-making processes is referred to as ubuntu (humaneness). Ubuntu encapsulates the essence of what it means to be human being. Leaders espousing this philosophy try to treat all people with respect and embrace universal brotherhood and seek the wellbeing of all people.

The arrival of the Fourth Industrial Revolution has provided a means for stakeholders and pressure groups to observe an organisation and its leader’s actions. This encourages organisations to be more ethically and socially conscious. At any rate, organisations which are ostensibly more ethically responsible than others which are less so, are able to strengthen their brand and augment their organisational performance. Within this context, Koslowski [6] states that culture plays a key role in the attitude of a leader towards management: “In the interaction between philosophy and management, there are three central fields: management ethics, the cultural philosophy of management and of management culture, and the ontology and epistemology of management and management theory, the philosophy of science of management” [6]. African society is constantly plagued by huge challenges in unethical practice and corruption and requires somewhat of a new ethical vision and culture [7].

Modern-day African leaders live and lead in a global village in which the dominant modes of leadership were to a large extent inherited during the period of colonialism.

Leaders in Africa as is the case on other continents, whether they be operating in the public or private domains, make a critical difference to the success or failure of the organisations they steer, across the entire range of existence. While it may be true to suggest that certain leadership principles are relevant universally, and that African leaders can learn from the experiences of the rest of the world, we should not forget that Africa also has much to impart to the world in the sphere of right conduct. Leadership in Africa needs to “get back to its roots” and adopt relevant practices based on what have become neglected African cultural traditions. African leaders in the main have lost a wilful ability to do the right things, and doing right things is essentially something so fundamental to African ethical belief. Deloitte & Touche in a 2007 survey assert that leaders in organisations play focal roles in establishing the workplace climate [8]. Nonetheless, what is important to note is that leadership is increasingly based on personal integrity, and stewardship including partnership and empowerment, and an end to paternalism [9]. It is perhaps opportune to quote Alexander Solzhenitsyn who stated: “It is not because the truth is too difficult to see that we make mistakes. It may even lie on the surface; but we make mistakes because the easiest and most
comfortable course for us is to seek insight where it accords with our emotions—especially selfish ones” [10].

2. African Ethics

In African societies, the values generally espoused are those which align with the values of the local community as a set of commonly understood moral principles and assumptions which are grounded on realistic and logical judgments of what moral conduct entails. Gyekye [11] refers to African ethics as those which “refer both to the moral beliefs and presuppositions of the sub-Saharan African people and the philosophical clarification and interpretation of those beliefs and presuppositions”.

The roots of African Life, culture and value systems in Southern Africa in particular are found in the philosophy of ubuntu but they have also been influenced by especially the Judaeo-Christian tradition. Ubuntu is considered to be a divinely inspired action and it permits Africans to operate according to socio-cultural norms and values which are founded on the reality of one’s inner being [12].

Both ubuntu and Christianity call for caring for others and for upholding moral integrity, and it is only through others that a person can be considered to be a human being and participation is then important. In this context, all people need to be treated inclusively and have their suggestions and ideas considered, and above all, they should be treated with human dignity. African society develops its ethics based on customs and on what is deemed to be moral or immoral by various cultures. An ethical action in Africa, is one which is considered to be the ideal one by society [13]. African societies afford the family the utmost status and it is families that are considered to be the most appropriate models relating to the concept of community [14]. Ubuntu emphasises that the greatest goodness should be created for the greatest number of people and the notion of ethics is evaluated as a duty and not as a right, and so human welfare is stressed first and foremost [15].

The African philosophy therefore has its foundation on democratic ideals and welcomes consultation and inclusivity from all role-players from all walks of life, and this can be translated into any organization’s strategy. Consequently, the development of practices, policies, procedures and processes must all be aimed at developing people in the institutions they serve [16]. Ubuntu is compatible with a number of ethical theories including the common good approach, the utilitarian approach, the rights ethical or deontological approach, the justice or fairness approach and the virtue approach. The greatest similarity is however, with the common good approach which is promoted universally in a range of common values and moral or ethical principles that exist in most societies. Fundamentally then, societies across the world commonly share what are deemed to be positive and negative values. Charity starts with the family first and foremost, and basically reveals the primary nature of God’s presence within people [17].

To deny a family member Ubuntu Botho is considered to be a highly immoral
African Society consequently embraces communalisation and all human life has a strong community association. This is the antithesis in the western paradigm in which human beings are urged to act independently and thus as separate entities which are free to act as they wish irrespective of the damage they may cause both to themselves and also to society. Yawson [19] states that *Ubuntu* is a substitute to a diverse approach of leadership which is an Afrocentric leadership style which is the principal mandatory style of leadership in Africa. This has however not been empirically tested. Whether it exists in practice is debatable given that corruption is either visible or hidden in Africa as needed policies are often neglected by politicians due to their focus on making more money, inspired by an ethic of self-preservation at the expense of others [20].

For most Africans, freedom exists in an assortment of privileges and exclusions that derive from the notion of collective life and how one tends to handle their responsibilities as members of the community at large. It is important for us to understand the nuances of African ethics since it is these distinctions that should be reflected in leadership decision-making processes where the notion of collective management is of paramount importance.

Effective and virtuous leadership is at the heart of every effective organization. It follows that effective leaders are those who are inspirational role models of virtue, and ethical and moral leadership. *Ubuntu* views leadership as a moral service including a transformational element in which people should be true to themselves and strive to exist in truth and sincerity, and be devoid of pretence and narcissistic preoccupation with their egos*. Leaders also need to have vision and be forward thinking in how they lead and value the interconnectedness they share with society. Good leaders invariably tend to project honesty and reliability and are bent on promoting and supporting an environment in which ethical practice is second nature.

In the African context, the values that should be espoused by leaders include legitimacy in a role, the desire to develop a group and promote the growth of individuals, a community focus, joint decision making in a spirit of sharing values, the promotion of dignity and respect in the culture of an organisation and in its climate, diversity and management and the sharing of values in an environment where solidarity is evident [21].

Nowadays, leaders cannot so easily manipulate their organisations and as such leadership is not considered to be sacrosanct anymore and it is increasingly called to account [9]. It is interesting to note that early literature has spoken to acts of compliance where individuals often behave in a manner that is consistent with organisational norms and values, despite having personal values and beliefs that are at a variance with such desired behaviours [22]. Nonetheless, many other leaders neglect their moral leadership role as they find it difficult to define a universal set of ethical principles and values. Numerous politicians representing the public falter in terms of unethical conduct, in for example handling of contracts or agreements, this is indeed a serious misdemeanor and the obligations of
public servants in discharging their duties are thus flaunted [20]. Individuals basically tend to frame their understanding of values from their own personal experiences, philosophy or religions [23] and it’s not entirely possible for all employees to have a common perception of what is moral and what is ethical. This makes it even more important for leaders to consider societal rules and laws and what is ultimately considered to be appropriate behaviour at any given time and in a particular environment.

For our purposes, ethical behaviour occurs when an individual or organization does what is good for others in society and there is principles decision making and behaviour in the interaction that takes place. One cannot on the other hand fail to take his or her self-interest into consideration. Leaders can thus be focused on themselves but should not only be self-serving in what they do. In the public and private sectors, managers need to be transparent in their dealings and held accountable for carrying out a defined set of duties or tasks, and in conforming with regulations, rules and standards applicable to their functions [24].

Ethics and morally right conduct are very closely integrated with a wide range of global issues of basic human rights and conduct. Organizations require effective and strong leaders who support ethical conduct especially given that the world has a plethora of socio economic problems, many of which are the direct result of greed which leads to bribery and corruption. Society expects leaders whether they be in the private or public sector to adhere to high standards of ethical behaviour and in addition there are increasingly important governmental regulations in place for all organizations and their activities to remain ethical.

When decisions are taken by those in authority, these are expected to benefit the entire collective corpus under the spirit of ubuntu. However, while there are communitarian and individualistic cultures, in essence all decisions taken seek in some or other manner, to ultimately advance the interests of some individuals [25]. It is evident from daily media reports that leaders tend to act in their greedy self-interest when what are considered imperatives to have, and usually financial incentives, appear. The literature advises that leaders at higher levels of ethical development are far less likely to make questionable decisions and choices [6] [11] [13] [26].

Mathooko [15] states that supererogation or acting “beyond the call of duty” is an important influence on African leadership. Leaders need to acknowledge that it is their responsibility, by virtue of their positions, to inculcate in the organisational DNA, the importance of ethical conduct and that they are also expected to serve as role models for those whom they lead. Leaders should thus strive to create an ambience in their organizations in which ethical conduct is exuded throughout the entire workplace as well as in all the systems and processes that are in place [27] [28].

The mission statement of all organisations, as well as their vision, must speak to a culture which is intolerant of any corrupt practices, and endeavour to en-
endorse ethical practice in the organisations role in the social order. African moral compassion must be extended to all peoples, irrespective of their cultural background or society [15].

Either way, greed and self-centredness and especially the ethic of self-preservation are huge hurdles for leaders to cross. Nonetheless it is important to adopt a common set of values for an organization and incorporate these into a code of conduct or a credo for use by the organisation [29] [30]. When it comes to value systems no situation can be adequately transformed unless there are totally transformed individuals driving the situation. It is ultimately the people who create the spirit of ethical behaviour in an organization which makes it possible to nurture new practices and ultimately to even sustain them [31]. An ethics-based culture in any organisation is vital in attracting a good reputation and ultimately success in areas such as gaining trust and stakeholder buy-in [32].

Organisations are expected from time to time, to re-evaluate their systems and processes as well as their structures, since these clearly influence the ethics and leadership style which exists within their walls. In South Africa, laws have been promulgated to endorse integrity. The South African Public Service Commission (PSC) is the champion for upholding integrity in the Public Service via its Code of Conduct which offers carefully crafted guidelines on expected ethical conduct [33]. Unfortunately it has not yielded the expected results since ethical behaviour frequently has to do with merging interests with the moral principles behind the choices made.

Any choices people fundamentally make reveal whether they are either “good” or “bad”, and whether what they ultimately decide will be harmful in one way or another [34].

The dawn of globalization and the Fourth Industrial Revolution, coupled with the increasingly consumerist and hyper-materialistic driven society, has led to a proliferation of hitherto unfamiliar ethical concerns when it comes to leadership in organizations. The Fourth Industrial Revolution is synonymous with unexplored development in digitization and internet connectivity. “The ICT sector, industry and governments have a responsibility to unlock its potential for citizen service delivery, customer experience and innovative solutions, for a better life for all... entire systems of production, management and governance are being affected” [35].

It thus increasingly has the potential to drive Africa forward, empowering innovation, prompting new business models and improving the [ethical] delivery of public services [35] many of which have been enriching a cadre of corrupt officials under a western paradigm. This is one reason as to why many African philosophers are disparaging when it comes to the western paradigm of what it essentially means to be human. They abhor exclusively commercially oriented mentalities, egotistical competitiveness and unrestrained individualism which they consider to be bereft of moral value and common sagacity [36]. Behaviour which is in line with the narcissistic value system that is prevalent in the west
and which is based on the ethic of self-preservation is not conducive to effective leadership and yet such practice is rife. Conduct which strays from the moral imperatives governing the behaviour of individuals and businesses is deemed to be unethical as it intends to destabilise a principled system in which an organization operates. The ethic of self-preservation (ESP) is highly destructive in the long-term this is primarily because one needs to consider the needs of all stakeholders in society. The unethical behaviour of public officials has clearly led to the formation of highly deleterious perceptions about the Public Service in general. Thabo Mbeki, the President of South Africa in 2006, upheld the notion that corruption is a huge hindrance to the country’s efforts in alleviating dire poverty. Furthermore, it hampers economic development while simultaneously breaking down the social fabric of society [20].

The western paradigm places stress on rational and systematic thought and a leader’s role is formal and he or she belongs to an organisation that exhibits authority and power through hierarchical structures. There are rigid rules of engagement and leaders have deliverable targets to reach [37]. African leaders however, have their authority based on a spirit of compromise within a group so that there is consultation and consensus and a leader’s goals are highly flexible. It is thus expected that African leaders be somewhat visionary, self-controlled and self-reflective as they carry out a mandate to improve the lot of others [37].

The spirit of ubuntu is contrary to the erosion of communal values by unprincipled leaders. When unethical leaders furtively procure any assets, special privileges or advantages, those who serve under them invariably tend to become disloyal to them or the organization in which they serve [23]. African ethics focuses not only on rights but especially on one’s duty when it comes to considering the welfare of others. The rights of all stakeholders, both as individuals and also as a collective, needs to be treated in an ethical manner [38]. It is most unfortunate that when the rules of conduct are unclear, it is likely that individuals could be attracted to yield to dishonest behaviour for personal immoral gain.

3. Virtue in Leadership and Leadership Style Choices

What does it take to be a leader? Leaders should seek the happiness of all stakeholders (eudaimonia) from a noticeably ethical perspective. In his Nicomachean Ethics, (ca. 325 B.C.), Aristotle asks: “what is the good of man?” and he responds by saying it is an activity of the soul which conforms with virtue. By virtue, he refers to inter alia kindness, generosity, courage, benevolence, fairness, tolerance, patience, prudence, honesty, dependability, self-discipline, and passion, justice, loyalty, stability civility and thoughtfulness. Aristotle referred to ethos, pathos, and logos as a guide. By ethos he denotes one’s moral character as the basis of one’s ability to influence others. Pathos refers to one’s ability to evoke emotional states in others and change their perspectives, while logos is one’s ability to provide dependable motives for taking a particular action. Where there is a Phronesis, this associates ethics and actions and wisdom is evident in any decisions
While a number of theories have been developed relating to the rightness or wrongness of one’s actions and how one is obliged to do some things [39] there is growing unethicality in organizational behaviour. Theories such as, for example, utilitarianism, which suggests that one should do whatever leads to the general happiness, or ethical egoism which posits that every person should do what promotes the personal interests are inadequate to stem greed. In addition, there is the Social Contract theory which asserted that it is correct for one to follow the rules that are rational, and which self-interested individuals would mutually agree to follow for their benefit but this too is inadequate to stem moral breakdown. Kant also suggested that we need to follow rules that we accept to be universally applicable and in all circumstances [39], but such rules are broken at will. Despite these different theories, moral philosophy is not satisfying the need relating to virtuous ethical conduct. It is suggested that humanity should return to an Aristotelian way of thinking in which the virtues prevail [40]. When one is on the journey of becoming a leader with integrity, the path is fraught with dilemmas and challenges which need to be surmounted if one is to succeed [41].

These aspects raise essential questions as to how leaders reach their daily decisions and about their skills in leading. There is however a distressing dissociation of leadership from honest authority, due to the materialistic and narcissistic spirit that pervades the contemporary organization. What is missing then, is authority that is entrenched in virtue, truth and in seeking universal happiness. There are also cases of several leaders who are considered to be virtuous failing in their tasks as they tend to operate by trial and error and they are usually uncertain as to which leadership style they should adopt. The real leader selects an appropriate style(s) of leading and they develop a strategic vision based on ethical practices which meet the needs of others, and also those of the organisation which they serve. The effective leader motivates employees towards innovative moral action [42] and evaluates ethical issues from a variety of strategic management perspectives [43].

Decency and virtuous actions are increasingly being overlooked in many organizations. Seligman [44], who is a proponent of the developing field of Positive Psychology, states that virtually all psychological research conducted in the five decades before the millennium focused mainly on human dysfunction, rather than the positive virtuous aspects of what it takes to be an eudaimonic person. The reality is that true leadership must be anchored in authority, as this is the only way to spare it from despotism. We should however be careful not confuse authority with authoritarianism.

Authority, is in real terms generally a trustworthy position and from an Aristotelian as well as an Ubuntu perspective, and one attains a position of authority because as he or she is suitably qualified for it not through nepotism. In each of these it is from a superior ethical spiritual being from which authority is derived. Authority and truth go hand in hand. A leader thus needs to be a truthful hu-
man being and select a style of leadership that is conducive to sustainability and societal approval. Forde, Hobby and Lees [45] have defined a leadership style as being “the habitual approaches employed by an individual to stimulate and subsequently steer employees”. Given that leaders greatly influence the organisational climate, business ethics should be firmly ingrained into the organisational ethos by them. Those serving in the public sector have a number of expected obligations including inter alia, respecting the procedures that give credence to the actions of public officials and legitimate them, serving the public interest first and foremost, and respecting colleagues and subordinates and dealing honestly, and with integrity and fairness [46].

Irrespective of the setting, whether in the public or private sectors, a leader then has access to different styles of leadership to select from such as the authoritarian, democratic/participative, laissez faire/free reign, and charismatic style in which the leader motivates others with energy and belief and a pure presence which builds morale and employee drive. In our context, the transformational leadership style is needed, in which radical change is required, and when the future is not so certain, and when there is a need for fresh ideas and innovative approaches to doing things. The emphasis must be on assuring that leaders make decisions and select actions that serve organizational and societal goals rather than their own self-serving interests. Goleman [47] refers to six leadership styles that can be used alternately or in a flexible fashion to influence an organisation’s climate positively so as to result in organisational sustainability. He also asserts that leadership style is critically important in elevating organisational performance and efficiency. Leaders with a good understanding of diverse styles of leadership are more effective than those who depend on coercive and oppressive styles of leading [47]. Yukl et al. [48] [49] states that the keys ethical leadership in terms of principles required are honesty and integrity, ethical behaviour, fairness in decision making and a spirit exuding kindness and compassion.

There are several guidelines proposed by Gichure [50] on the professed aim of business activities within an organisation and these may serve as a basis for dealing with all therelevant stakeholders from an ethical standpoint. Gichure [50] stresses that: “Africa ought to develop its own management and leadership system based on the spirit of Ubuntu.” Leaders need to be made to understand that an ethical stance pays off in many ways and more especially leads to sustainability which is why ethical values must be internalized so as to endure in the organizational DNA [51]. Aristotle stressed that virtues as character traits should be manifested habitually and unchangeably so it is important that primary values be continuously applied and this, to a certain degree, depends on the succeeding cohort of leaders and how they embrace what was affected by their predecessors [52]. If we consider one of virtue, for example honesty, it becomes abundantly clear that civilisation cannot succeed without people communicating honestly with one another [39]. Without virtuous people civilization is not sustainable. We could argue that different societies give virtues different interpreta-
tions of and that character traits vary between people and societies. However, it would not be correct to say that social customs can determine if a particular character trait it is indeed a virtue, and this is because virtues emanate from what it means to be a human being [39]. Virtue ethics is undoubtedly an important aspect when we unpack the theory of ethics in its various guises because it lies at the heart of most ethics theories.

A true leader promotes good governance, policies, management practices, and a range of interpersonal relationships which demonstrate respect for the values and sensitivities of all stakeholders [9]. A true leader in especially African context is a paradox in action. He or she needs to learn to tread cautiously between being a follower, a leader and a servant leader. The African leader of today is called upon to make a paradigm shift which consists of accepting and dealing with complex issues within the traditional spirit of Ubuntu in a time of global turbulence [12]. Nonetheless the leader should not become the slave of tradition or even their senses. Since Ubuntu conforms with moral choices which are forged on universal maxims, it is the ideal moral law for Africa which will inevitably allow sustainability to be promoted for future generations to succeed.

Considered from a utilitarian perspective, the leader must assess the cost and also the benefits of their intended actions on the triple bottom line, while when viewed deontologically, they need to consider the fundamental norms of society that must be observed. Thus, before they decide on any course of action, they need accurate information and insights and must take time and effort and be willing to act ethically and embrace personally held values in their organisational context [53].

Personally-held values, such as integrity, honesty and caring, are important factors to consider in all and especially leadership appointments [29]. From an African perspective, it is encouraging to see young Y-generation (Millenials) leaders emerging across the continent and it is evident that future leaders will certainly have greater skills, education, knowledge and understanding than many of the past and present. Millennials (those born between 1981 to 2000) comprise up 60 percent of the workforce in some organisations. As they take on different types of leadership roles in business, they will hopefully make a difference to ethical leadership but the evidence suggests a status quo situation in ethical approaches.

The Ethics Resource Center (ERC), a nonprofit organization dedicated to the development of high ethical standards and practices in public and private organizations, conducted a study referred to as “Generational Differences in Workplace Ethics”. The research study examined the differences in attitudes toward ethical issues among four generational groups namely Traditionalists, Baby Boomers, Generation X and Millennials (or Generation Y). Sadly, the study showed that the youngest workers were more likely than preceding generations to feel the pressure from others to break ethical rules. This finding highlights the importance of organisations focusing on issues directly related to ethical culture.
during the orientation of new employees, so as to empower them feel more comfortable within the culture of their new workplace [54].

An additional outcome of the study was that younger workers reported more ethical misconduct in the workplace than their older colleagues, and this was despite the fact that they observed for example, far less examples of using company time to conduct personal business than older generations. Previous studies had shown that younger workers are less likely to manifest unethical behaviour, but this report exposed that they are now on the same level as many of their older counterparts when it comes to unethical conduct propensity.

The modern leader seeks the ability to influence rather than coerce those under their charge [23]. Leader behaviour often tends to ignore, disregard, or simply reinforce corrupt practices in their organisations and this is a key contributor to institutionalizing corruption [51] and this is unacceptable. Leaders also need to develop expertise in using various styles such as the authoritative, democratic, relational, and coaching styles, as they strive to understand the limitations that a coercive and authoritarian style possesses [45] [47].

There are daily accounts of various prominent leaders who at some point have enjoyed the trust of society and who have made unethical choices that are symptomatic of their willingness to abuse their positions of authority. While it may be true that unethical actions on the part of especially leaders, are rampant across the globe, such practices manifesting in African peoples have been influenced by the unfortunate immediate milieu that defines their existence and the manner in which they relate to one another [15]. There are paradoxes in Africa, when it comes to the fundamental principles and ethics that energise the selection of decisions with potential to make a great impact, be it positive or negative in society. Good ethical leaders exhibiting a virtuous mind-set are few and far between [23]. Consequently, when an organization finds a virtuous leader, it needs to invest in that leader for the benefit of the organization and society at large.

While ethical practices are important, there are continually reports of leadership failure in organizations which has increasingly led to character-driven leadership styles [55]. Studies show that for the successful implementation of any ethics or other strategy to succeed, the competence of the organisational leader must be first-rate [56].

“…African leadership styles and organisational ethics are also influenced by the available resources and the utilisation, in most cases by a few, while cautiously adapting to the forces of externalities who see ethics fail to solve the African leadership crisis and problems of corruption” [15].

Virtue has escaped from the mindsets of many in authority. We are led to believe that leaders cannot be reliably trusted to play their roles unless there is strict monitoring control of their actions, and firm adherence to regulatory frameworks. Virtue is in essence related to prosperity, positive energy, a meaningful life purpose and ennoblement [57]. Leaders are often subjected to chal-
lenging moral dilemmas when they are presented with situations in which they feel a need to adhere to various actions and unethical decisions with which they would normally not be associated with [58]. The leaders that possess integrity are generally focused and resolute in their approaches, and are always attentive to being unswerving when it comes to making ethical decisions and choices. Corrupt leaders lack the courage to do the right things in difficult and challenging situations, and provide a poor example of desired behaviour for others to emulate. A leader that is effective will not take a laissez-faire approach when it comes to ethical conduct because such an approach or simply not support sustainability. High performance organizations irrespective of whether they are in the public or private sectors, are led by people who take a coordinated approach to implementing effective codes of conduct and who apply carefully crafted interventions and disciplines to combat corruption. The ethical leader promotes virtuous conduct by having ethics as an agenda point for every meeting and by tracking the progress of desired conduct and core values in all hierarchical levels. For many leaders, ethics is only spoken of at senior levels, but this is an error as it is important to cascade desired behaviours down to each level of the organization. This is very important especially currently, at a time when trust in leaders has been corroded and has arrived at an all-time low. It is concerning that Sub-Saharan Africa is the lowest scoring region on the Transparency International Corruption index, and the area has failed to translate its anti-corruption commitments into any meaningful progress. A region with blatant political and socio-economic contrasts and enduring challenges, many of the countries tussle with ineffective institutions and weak democratic values, which threaten anti-corruption efforts [59].

4. Organizational Culture and Cultural Dimensions

Jean-Paul Sartre states that we are by definition morally bound because we share the planet with others whom we need to consider in the choices we make [60]. The primary paradigm of evaluation is always the self in relation to others. We should basically always be acting on the behalf of the interests of others [61], but sadly do not do so. Giberson, et al. [30] define the notion of organisational culture as “a collective phenomenon emerging from members’ beliefs and social interactions, containing shared values, mutual understandings, and patterns of beliefs and behaviours that tie individuals in an organization together over time”. There is no doubting the notion that the moral tone of an organisation is established by the leader. It is the leader then, who defines the code of ethics of the organisation to enable employees to be cognizant of the acceptable parameters to work within. Leaders need to strategise to improve the organisational culture to embrace ethical behaviour since it is the culture, which ultimately determines the state of ethics that exists. If the culture is not amenable to ethical actions, it will be futile to attempt to improve ethical action [62]. Groenewald [63] maintains that leadership is the most significant dependent variable to determine the
state of ethics in a company.

An organization’s ethical culture should improve ethical behavior as it promotes aspects such as integrity, trust, and moral conduct. All the members of any organization need to be well versed in its ethical position and effusively support it [64].

However, it is the leaders’ role-model behavior which is of paramount importance in inculcating the desired workplace culture [65]. We also need to carefully consider how cultures differ in the work environment. While Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions is a useful model to help in the understanding of different cultures, the more current work of Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner [66] is also highly valuable to consider in amplifying and also describing diverse cultural behaviors that African and indeed all leaders should be aware of. The ethical climate in ethically responsive organizations exudes care [67] and manifests in employee actions as it guides them in inculcating desired norms [68].

Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner [66] stress that especially the universalist versus the particularist approach is worth noting when it comes to what is deemed to be good and correct. In a universalist approach, rules are applicable in all contexts while in the particularistic approach, one’s obligations and relationships with stakeholders is of paramount consideration. The individualistic approach posits that individuals are an important focal point since they contribute to a community as and when they like, whereas the communitarian perspective views the rights of a collective as being more important than those of any individual. This is where leaders are expected to become somewhat transformational in orientation as they strive towards communitarianism [66]. Organizational values perpetually divulge an organization’s culture [22] and thus require careful consideration on an ongoing basis.

There are also aspects such as an emotional approach or one of neutrality. People also view status differently in different cultures so that in some people tend to believe that you are what you do, and they base a leader’s worth according to what is done by the leader. These cultures value performance, no matter who you are whereas in others power, title, and position matter the most and one’s role defines behavior. In the western paradigm as in some others, people generally like events to happen in some kind of sequence or order. They place a high value on punctuality, adhering to plans and sticking to schedules. In African cultures however, people see the past, present, and future as essentially intertwined periods. They may thus often work on several tasks at once, and view any plans and commitments as being flexible. Specific versus diffuse or how far people get involved is also an important aspect to be considered. In some cultures’ people keep work and personal lives separate while in others people see an overlap between their work and personal life [66]. There is in addition a difference between internal direction as opposed to outer direction and how people relate to their situation.

In some cultures’ people believe that they can control their environment and
even nature to realize their goals. This embraces how they work with other
role-players and within organizations. Then there are those who believe that na-
ture, or their environment, controls them so they are obliged to work with their
environment to achieve their goals. Thus, whether at work or in relationships,
they will focus their actions on other stakeholders, and avoid conflict where this
is possible. Such leaders often need to be reassured that they are doing a good
job [66].

5. Corruption

Corruption and poor governance are the primary origin for the increasing un-
derdevelopment in Africa [69]. We should however note that while poor gover-
nance limits economic growth, a lack of economic growth causes instability to
rise and this then leads to poor governance [70]. It should also be noted that in
the western neo-colonialist understanding of “corruption” there is disagree-
ment as to the causes of social and economic demise, so that corruption is not
necessarily the main cause [71]. Some researchers such as Khan [72], disagree with the
notion that corruption compromises economic development at all. Nonetheless
corruption exists and the World Bank asserts that growth in Africa can only be
driven by increases in private investment in countries that are free of corruption
[73]. Good leaders are thus needed to bridge the divide between the past and to
an extent the present, and the forging of a future ethical climate is vital, but
economic growth is an imperative and this can only happen if efforts are made
to change the culture so that prevailing practices and beliefs are modified [70].

When viewed globally, very little has been achieved in the fight to reduce cor-
rupption. If we look at the Transparency International Corruption Index from
1992 to the current time, it is apparent that with a few exceptions, the countries
at the bottom of the list, for example Somalia, Sudan, Burundi, Afghanistan and
Myanmar, always inhabit that space. Others such as Finland, Norway, Singapore,
New Zealand and Denmark are usually amongst the top five least corrupt na-
tions.

How has it become possible there and African culture which espouses *Ubuntu*
tolerates unethical business practice? Clearly, what is a story of philosophy of
goodness has been hijacked by greed and corruption emanating from western
practices while western ethics itself frowns on corruption and bribery and there
are nonetheless still many individuals and organizations which opt to go for the
easy way out, bribing their way through deals and corrupting otherwise ethical
people. Corruption exists where there is undue influencing of outcomes and an
abuse of power for personal gain in a material fashion, or for opportunities, ser-
vices and even sexual favours. Together with crime, corruption is certainly a very
serious challenge facing South Africa. Corruption in leadership practice is un-
doubtedly a worldwide cause of distress. Leadership quality is a critical factor
when it comes to the issue of whether or not an organization will be successful
or not, irrespective if it be located in either the private or public domains. Once
leadership is crooked this perpetually results in serious damage and public confidence in the organization is greatly diminished. Treviño [74], states that corruption is linked to a locus of control. There are however researchers such as Giacalone and Knouse [75], who view corruption as a Machiavellian “end justifies the means” tool. There are many other researchers and analysts who show us that corruption in any shape or form is highly destructive and a ‘slap in the face’ of justice. Very little has been achieved by African countries in the fight to reduce corruption.

Corruption permeates every corner of society, and unless we take significant action to prevent it, our national development on the whole will be severely impeded. Corruption which flies in the face of Ubuntu, is detectable, even if it is not that easy to uncover. In our society, we see corruption in public and private sectors and particularly in how we proceed against alleged criminals emanating from high office. It is evident in the manner in which important legal documents may disappear and in a range of exchanges in public and private settings.

Corruption has a myriad of manifestations that include inter-alia theft, graft, bribery, lying, misappropriation, embezzlement and even extortion and it reflects limited cognitive moral development [76]. Whatever form it takes it tends to reduce the credibility of the organization when especially leaders abuse their positions of power for personal advantage. Corruption injures all and sundry who are contingent on the integrity of the leader involved in it. Clearly when corruption succeeds in the public sector, resources that should be accessible for the community and national development are diverted, and issues such as poverty, unemployment, transformation and inequality are not addressed.

6. Impacts of Corruption

Corruption by its corrosive nature, makes people highly cynical and despondent. Even though some leaders try to minimize the negative impacts of corruption, it has many downsides. In Africa, many nations have rigid traditional highly structured bureaucratic systems which endorse corruption. Nonetheless, corrupt practices fly in the face of ubuntu as they generally undermine the moral fibre of society and each time there is nepotism, bribery, tenderpreneurism, abuse of power, embezzlement or theft, or suchlike, the erosion of morality deepens. No studies were found which consider the macro impacts of corruption in Africa, but there are sector reports. While macro costs are not measured, it is estimated that these run into billions of dollars. Matters are exacerbated as trade relationships become infected with both short and long-term negative impacts. Conversely, where corruption is lessened, countries are making incremental gains in their trade relations [77]. Thus, countries are most trusted on perceptions of corruption. Countries with poor governance structures and ineffective legal systems tend to get far less investment and thus scant benefit from each dollar that is invested in them so that the poor suffer the most. There is a direct correlation between the most visibly corrupt economies and the poorest economies [77].
Corruption undermines development and has huge economic costs in which some leaders obtain distorted incentives. The social costs are high as there is injustice and inequity in societies which are led by leaders who thrive on unprincipled behaviour and graft. When the corrupt leader is a politician this undermines popular rule and very often insurrections result. When leaders use their positions to gain what is clearly an unfair advantage, especially for themselves and also for their cronies, they undermine public trust and sow discord in society. Many election campaign leadership contenders make corruption a number one priority, but when they assume power the status quo remains. The unethical behaviours of leaders are the paramount factor connected with unethical decision making by others who serve under them [78]. In some cultures, corruption “oils the wheels” but it inevitably leads to suspicion. It is infused in some societies and exists in most to varying degrees.

Anand et al. [79] assert that tireless corruption is leading to widespread suspicions relating to public officials, and if purport to be genuinely concerned about the plight of the poor and disadvantaged elements in society, we should take corruption very seriously [80]. In both the private and public sectors, where there is corruption it is evident that organizational and national development is stifled. Powerful global investors think twice before conducting business with those suspected of or accused of corruption. Corruption in business and government adversely affects a nation and it results in an escalating role for all crime-fighting bodies as criminal activity also tends to increase. The misappropriation of assets by senior employees and especially fraudulent financial reporting by those in leadership have devastating effects on any organisation and especially felt is financial loss. Invariably public trust is eroded in the leader and the morale of a nation or business can be shattered with devastating spinoffs. Bribery and corruption are immense obstacles to development in many ways. That is why a strong ethical approach is needed to infuse an organisation [81] and deliver desired behaviours.

A continuous sequence of corruption fuels social inequality and leads to disillusioned people globally, who then turn as a last resort to populist politicians. The problem is that populist leaders are likely to be the most corrupt based on trends. José Ugaz of Transparency International states: “In countries with populist or autocratic leaders, we often see democracies in decline and a disturbing pattern of attempts to crack down on civil society, limit press freedom, and weaken the independence of the judiciary… Instead of tackling crony capitalism, those leaders usually install even worse forms of corrupt systems” [82]. It is suggested that corrupt leaders are attempting to gain a favorable impression by being unethical in practice [83] when they should be seeking to positively influence the nature and outcomes of their organisational actions throughout the hierarchy. Transparency is foreseen as a deterrent to corruption as it expands the possibilities for public or societal accountability, “that is, for citizens and citizens’ associations to monitor, scrutinize, and act to hold public office holders to
account” [84].

7. Leadership Anti-Corruption Strategies

Are ethical leaders born or made? Research informs us that less than thirty percent of leaders are genetically endowed to lead. Research studies in the public and private sectors as well as SMMEs and unionised and non-unionised workplaces evaluated the effects of leadership training. The astounding finding was that leadership can be taught in academic workshops of only a single day. We thus tend to overestimate what it takes to teach effective leadership skills and desired behaviours [77]. There is a considerable overestimation of what excellent leadership should comprise. Organizations tend to do very little to inspire employees to make a meaningful impact.

We should be very wary of training people to lead after they become a leader. Unfortunately, many organizations are risk averse and thus hesitant to devote time and money for training to leaders who need it the most [77].

An organisation’s leader’s principal goal should be to cater to the interests of all relevant stakeholders [50] while normatively reflecting on their actions and seriously contemplating their affiliation with society-at-large. The good leader does not try to be socially obstructive by seeking operating avenues which are devoid of regulation. He or she seeks to prioritize all stakeholder interests while complying with legislation and paying careful attention to the obligations, commitments and responsibilities of the role they are in as they shape ethics in the organization and promote sustainable development as part of a social contract [43].

The commonly found values espoused by unethical leaders such as material gain at all costs, inefficiency, and illogical thought, have dominated the media and made way to caring and empathy. Only by the addition of virtues and values into the leadership role, can the root causes of ethical leadership challenges be dealt with. Integrity in a leader’s strategy is correlated to an ethical management approach. Various factors such as a lack of ethical behavioural standards and also individual ethical behaviour differences are responsible for unethical practices [85]. The reputation and public image of an organisation are greatly impacted upon by unethical actions [86].

Dose [87] advises and argues that in some organisations ethics includes both principles and work predilections and that “some values (and their subsequent decisions) have moral considerations while others are merely preferences without moral implications”. It has also been established that culture has been found to be directly correlated with superior performance which raises the level of performance sustainability, promotes greater levels of trust and enhanced stakeholder engagement [88].

Vargas-Hernández, de León-Arias, Valdez-Zepeda and Castillo-Girón [26] assert that a carefully crafted integrity strategy necessitates that ethical practice should be what drives all organisations. Thus, the leader’s integrity and related
role-modelling actions influence the strategic direction of the organisation, bolster ethics consciousness and help fight corruption. In any event, when employees embrace principles such as integrity and honesty and see leaders act without integrity, they may perhaps experience significant personal conflict and lose faith in their organisation with serious consequences [89]. Leaders should be driving an integrity strategy by communication with stakeholders and by presenting them with guiding values and assurances of a desire to do the right thing. The South African government launched an enterprising notion termed Batho Pele in 2015, meaning “people first”. This was intended to support initiatives to develop integrity in public administration through careful checking of officials’ performance and compliance relating to ethical conduct. Raga and Taylor [90] contended that such policies are unlikely to be effective and that intense ethical training is more suitable. Leaders must demonstrate an authentic desire to be being committed, dependable, and willing to take action on the ethics they promote and have a broad enough repertoire to be able to deal with diverse teams. Furthermore, such values should be sustained by processes and systems that are conducive to ethical action and which support effective ethical leadership, possessing the relevant skills and the aptitude to make the needed ethical decisions. A good leader requires hierarchy, but should use it to construct useful bureaucracy and create suitable conditions for others to serve the organisation ethically. Leaders need to be honest and avoid polarization as this impedes effective operation [91]. Leaders must be bridge builders who serve with integrity and are functional and skilled in what they do and not compromise their organisation or other stakeholders. They need to drive their team of employees to achieve the objectives of the organisation ethically.

Leaders need to be able to get the results required by asking questions on how they were attained. Organisational ethics is then chiefly driven by the actions of its leaders and not by policies and codes of conduct. If organisational members see a leader being mendacious and deceitful in their dealings, then they might begin to believe that they can behave in a similar manner [91].

Greater transparency and oversight of leadership roles, and the eradication of opportunities for corruption are needed. Transparency coupled with a genuine desire for openness are essential on the part of the leader and serve to restrain corruption as one is held accountable for their actions. Transparency is attained by stakeholders observing, analysing, and taking necessary actions to hold leaders accountable [84]. It is equally critical to focus on identifying, nurturing and carefully developing potential leaders, long before they assume positions in organizations. The bottom line is that organizations want a return on investment but the converse is proved to be true in current literature. Many organizations fear training leaders who may opt to leave their service and become a competitors’ weapon against them. What is fundamentally more significant is to ask the question what will likely happen if an undeveloped or poorly developed employee stays on in the organizations service? [77].
An organisation’s culture influences a great deal of things in the organisation both from and operational and also a strategic perspective. This is why organisational culture must be carefully created [31]. Where an organisation has adopted an ethically oriented culture this supports employees to do their work efficiently and effectively [92].

It has also been ascertained that more judiciously considered forms of organization and governance structures which circumvent centralization of authority and power and which tend to balance authority across diverse organizational representatives, is indeed successful in reducing corruption [93]. There are also various other approaches. Peiffer and Alvarez [94] contend that, numerous anticorruption initiatives’ seek to inspire stakeholders to call for improved control over rampant corruption. The UN, the World Bank and National anticorruption institutions advance the notion of a multipronged strategy as a vital approach to anticorruption efforts. The prevention of corruption, ethics education and effective law enforcement are considered to be equally important mechanisms which will contribute to expansively addressing corruption [95].

Ghoshal asserts that education is an important factor that requires greater consideration when it comes to ethics, “By propagating ideologically inspired amoral theories, business schools have actively freed their students from any sense of moral responsibility” [96]. The education leaders receive forges the intellectual and normative order of decision making as to what is morally right and wrong. Ethics education which includes a sound philosophical underpinning and the formulation of moral rules derived from assessing right action in case studies that have direct implications for a leader’s actions should be in greater evidence in leadership schools.

The forging of an ethical organisation and the attainment of desirable ethical standing are significant accomplishments. However, the task of maintaining an ethical culture overshadows them, since the preservation of the status quo is an ongoing task. To realise the perfect situation necessitates that organisations adopt a strategy based proactivity, and a visible regular management of ethics [97]. We should also note that authentic leadership does not only comprise the leader’s behaviors but also the characteristics of those who are led [28] and how their characteristics were forged. Authentic leaders develop over time and according to their cultural needs. They strive toward a future desired state of leadership excellence ability and with effort they get to attain this state and make a greater impact.

8. Conclusions

To come to the conclusion, it suffices to say that we need a logical break from passivity and inactivity on ethical practice to one of activity in dealing with notions of principles, and the judgement to discern right from wrong, what we should do, and what we ought to do. It is one thing for a leader to be creative and innovative and another to be logical, virtuous, and make appropriate res-
responses to ethical challenges which may manifest, and they do. Ethical considerations must mitigate self-serving behaviours and their catastrophic effects.

Corruption is a foremost barrier to Africa’s social, economic, and human development. Is it likely that Noonan’s prophecy will materialize and corruption will die? It cannot unless there is a concerted effort to fight it and effectively prosecute the guilty. We thus need exemplary African ethical leaders that are visionary and also willing and able to serve stakeholders as servants and who work tirelessly with the employees in the organization towards ethical goals. The emotional intelligence level of such a leader is derived from their experience relating to planning, organizing, monitoring and decision-making and is based on the notion of collective management and sound African traditions [18]. They are men and women who have been cultivated on ethical universal values and groomed for success in indigenous value systems [12] [18]. They are people whose life view is based on reflection and they evaluate and question their view while respecting those of others. They are virtuous ethicists and not moralists who believe their life view is superior and that they have all the answers. The virtuous leader wishes to contribute to society and considers the ecological impacts of what they are doing. They strive to work within existing laws, standards, frameworks and guidelines that always contribute positively to all the stakeholders and so effective governance and social responsibility are important to them. Yukl [48] articulates the notion that an organisation’s milieu should be planned to embolden open and honest communication in ethical issues. Employees and their leaders must be “on the same page” ethically speaking. Leadership is always troubled with ethical challenges and dilemmas so that a higher sense of moral development is required. When organisational values are not balanced with ostensibly ethical outcomes problems arise and leaders may be overwhelmed by pressure based on egotistical desires, greed and narcissism, to indulge in unethical and corruptive behaviours. Corruption is only preventable if the core values of an organization are vigorously the promoted and grounded on sound employment and legal practices [43]. It is the leaders task to define the desired culture which will be needed to enable an ethical strategy to be applied all processes and systems. This is where it is important to refine the criteria for recruiting new employees so as to make certain that there is a good employee organisation fit. Leaders need to put processes in place that make individuals accountable for their actions while simultaneously empowering those in leadership roles and lower levels to enforce desired behaviours.

It is clear from the aforesaid that all public and private sector organisations need to regularly appraise their ethical climate and efforts to achieve their desired missions and visions. Where there are clear shortfalls and breaches in ethical conduct, they should contrive relevant ethics training interventions and modify business processes and systems so as reinforce ethics. I doing so, they also invariably promote sustainability and gain greater support from all stakeholders within the micro, meso and macro environments in which they operate.
Having said this, the design of the organization is also important since by increasing the span of control and minimising the layers and size of management positions, the likelihood of ethical action becomes far greater. Middle managers and those in supervisory roles must be able to drive impact and engagement relating to ethical practices. Serving in leadership roles must be aligned in a structure which carefully reflects the strategic emphasis of the organization [65].

The roles and responsibilities of all employees in the organization should effectively be empowering enough to translate organisational strategy into an efficient and effective human resource strategy. When employees are disengaged in what they do, and are disenchanted with their employment, they seek easy ways to make money. This is exacerbated by a perception that the leader is corrupt so why should they care at all then. If leaders’ allow employees to feel useful and engaged, this reduces the chances for corrupt activity to manifest. Jobs must be more relevant for employees and they should be in roles that allow them to satisfy their needs ethically using their skills productively and mitigating risks as regulations and codes of ethics are complied with. Organizations must be able to motivate and sustain transformation in what are increasingly turbulent environments. Transparency is a key to ethical leadership [98]. The core values should embrace the principles, which prohibit corrupt behaviour of in any shape or form. For this to happen it is important that all employees be fully aware of the desirable principles in their organization. This is why there is an urgent need for education, which places an augmented emphasis on rational ethics in leadership education, business education and also corporate training [99]. To mitigate against ethical dilemmas and challenges, leaders should be expected to attend obligatory, well organized and structured ethics education programmes [15].

Leadership skills and desired behaviours should be taught from primary school years onwards as this is the most impressionable period in one’s life. Education is an essential anti-corruption component and should include informing stakeholders as to how corrupt activity impact’s them. Only by the dissemination of such information can stakeholders get to understand their role in addressing and curbing corrupt practices. If future leaders are afforded an opportunity during their education, to comprehend the logic for overlapping ethical behaviour on their traditional organisational values they may reasonably circumvent the dangers of unethical practices. This is even more important when considering the role model function of a leader. Really effective leaders operate within each of the levels in their organisational matrices and model desired behaviours [100]. Leaders thus need to know about virtues, and the rudiments which encourage honesty and integrity since these represent a requisite part of any meaningful strategically guided long-term ethical leadership development. Leaders should “know thyself” as Aristotle stated, and which personal values they need to espouse as trustworthy and true leaders.

De George [101] maintains that trust and benevolence are tricky to uphold in any organisation. McMurrian and Matulich [102] state that organisations and
leaders perceived to be operating under an ethical culture benefit from competitive advantages in areas such as stakeholder allegiance, employee efficiency, operational efficiency, public perceptions and also financially. Horner [103] proposes that if leaders create the right environment, which is one in which people want to be involved and feel devoted to their work, they will be in a strong position to influence and direct the activities of others. By contrast, where there has been a violation of trust in organisations by leaders, this could prompt articulation of great anger by personnel, and this is especially the case once trust has been formerly entrenched through all the levels of the organisation [81]. Ethical issues must be carefully chosen and transmitted in a way that enables approval, commitment and mainly understanding at all levels of the organisation. Leaders must make concerted efforts to make the right ethical decisions all the time irrespective of other issues [27]. The leader echelon is required to craft a code of ethics supported by experts and also all employees and such a code must contain unambiguous rules, be easy to understand, and unswerving when it comes to expected ethical behaviour.

A carefully promoted code of ethics that is inculcated on a regular basis, will generate a sustainable foundation for long-term archetypal leadership practices. Leaders must uphold and observe the principles that are rooted in the code of ethics and the constitution of the land, as they pursue the creation and sustenance of a culture of service quality excellence in their organisations based on leadership obligation, accountability, transparency, curbs on authority and especially integrity—all aimed at supporting the social or collective interests and duties and responsibilities towards others [104]. It is here where there is need for well-established and reinforced basic values at all levels within the organisation. Sustainable ethical behaviour is to an extent successfully derived logically from a sense of dependable virtue and an emphasis on a greater purpose in what an organisation sets out to accomplish. Stringent legal restrictions and harsh sentences for those involved in corruption will undoubtedly set the tone for ethical practice. Leaders should in any case not have any unrestricted power and their actions must be effectively monitored so as to prevent corruption raising its head.

Leaders’ who are self-serving, need to transform themselves so that they can help others to transform. Given the scope of their authority and power, leaders should be influential and trusted, as they strive to incorporate the desired ethical values into all the processes, procedures and systems of their organization. The effective leader is a good role model when it comes to ethical action and virtue [36], and the values of their organisation must be transformed from being mere theoretical notions into a significant reality. Through the leader’s guidance, ethical values should be cohesively incorporated into the strategic objectives of the organisation.

Thus, ethics education is sorely needed for especially those in leadership roles’ as this will hopefully offer them a moral compass to empower them to make the
correct judgments when facing vexing challenges and dilemmas. In the African context, such education cannot afford to omit the important intellectual aspects which exist in the many traditions and cultures of the African continent. African leaders should be cognisant of Western paradigms and leadership and management theory and practices, but should also adopt African practices that are dependable and which align with the diverse cultures in which they are in leadership roles. Consequently, efforts should be made to tap more into indigenous knowledge which may turn out to be better suited to the African setting in which leaders operate.

The altruistic value oriented leader African leader should desire a universalism and benevolence approach which clearly considers the welfare and interests of all stakeholders [105]. There is no need for pseudo leaders who seek to preserve their interests at all costs irrespective of collateral damage caused. When leaders are not achieving well in performance reviews they should not be retained as they will not achieve organisational goals. Leaders who abuse their power, lack of transparency, and operate in secret and are clearly corrupt endure in African and global society. Such generally unsuccessful leaders leave a trail of fruitless activity and devastation in their wake and they invariably possess egoistical goals and do not deliver what is required, to any of their constituents.

9. Recommendations

A socially responsive leader who is considered to be effective in a role, and also efficient, will meet its social responsibilities without squandering organisational resources. Such a leader will set ethics as the standard for right and wrong conduct, making policies far more efficient and the workplace more employee friendly and structured. This holds tremendous benefit for organisational leaders who benefit in a moral and practical sense. Whether an organization is in either private or public sector ethics goes beyond mere personal ethics and values with a good leadership and motivation and training it becomes a collective undertaking to know what is right or wrong and to do the right thing, and for morally appropriate standards be carefully maintained. Where there are systems in place and incentives based on extrinsic rewards, and/or compulsion based on threat of punishment for noncompliance, these may help, but it is better to ingrain an ethical mind-set that all those in the organisation buy into because it is the right thing to do. Where corruption is evident, effective legislation and disciplinary actions must be taken against the leaders who abuse their authority, influence and power. Where corruption is detected in some countries in Africa, the perpetrators are pardoned. This is where strong government is required with an anti-corruption stance.

The focus must be on decolonisation and radical transformation in how leaders lead. Western models are not necessarily suitable for the African leadership context. We have strong indigenous knowledge foundations that we should be tapping into more [18].
High performing future African leaders must be identified via vigorous data and comprehensive psychometric assessments and benchmarking with desired traits. When potential organisational leaders are interviewed for positions, they must be evaluated in their 360s according to the specifications for their possible role, and be likely to achieve desired organisational outputs without corrupt activity. This is where culture fit and even a soft-skills alignment are important to avoid a mismatch.

Above all, the African leader must fit the role of the organisation from an ethics perspective, and be developed and self-aware of their limitations and strive for excellence by focussing on strengths, weaknesses and opportunities. Talented ethical individuals’ who are potential leaders, should be identified, nurtured and retained and finally afforded an opportunity to make a contribution that is meaningful in a corruption free environment. It is time to regenerate African leadership and move it beyond colonialist notions by taking *Ubuntu* and a sense of common humanity as our vantage point. We cannot do anything about the few bad apples in a barrel, but we can do something to keep the majority of good ones fresh and crisp, ethically speaking that is.

**Limitations of the Study**

Citing and referencing prior research studies could have been more exhaustive, time permitting, as this constitutes the basis of the study. While the theoretical foundations for the research question we investigated are solid, the scope of the research topic is huge, thus not all prior research studies that are relevant to the study were accessed.
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